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INTRODUCTION TO SERIES A VOLUME 5

The papers in this volume deal with the phonologies of Nunggubuyu, Burarra, Kala Lagaw Ya, Murinbata, and some aspects of the higher level phonology of Waimatjari. Two papers dealing with orthographic decisions are also included.

Five of the papers in this volume are by SIL authors: Glasgow, Kennedy, Street and Hudson, with the Street paper co-authored by Gregory Panpawa Mollinjin. Their papers are herein being made available in preliminary form, and reader's comments would be appreciated by the authors. These papers normally will be further revised and published more widely elsewhere. The other three papers are by non-SIL authors: M. Hore (Church Missionary Society), J. Stokes (Church Missionary Society), and G. McKay (Northern Territory Education Department). With the exception of Graham McKay, the non-SIL authors have had some interaction with SIL personnel in the writing of their papers - usually of a consulting and/or editing nature. For this reason we are pleased to include their papers in this volume.

Michael Hore's paper primarily deals with rules for stress placement and the interaction of stress and length in Nunggubuyu. He is able to show that stress placement is predictable, given the distribution of long syllables. Interestingly, Michael's analysis hangs partly on the analytical decision that Nunggubuyu has a pre-nasalised series of stops - and he shows how this is motivated by the stress analysis. There is a further point of interest to those concerned with the notion of 'simplicity' as a grammar evaluation criterion; Michael shows that the present synchronic facts motivate two rules at quite different points in the cycle; the two rules are very similar, yet neither can be eliminated.

Kathy Glasgow presents the phonemes and morphophonemics of Burarra. Kathy has given considerable attention over the years to the possibility of a geminate versus non-geminate contrast in the stop series, as well as to other issues such as the interpretation of retroflexed sounds. This paper is the fruit of that research. Kathy's analysis places the Burarra orthography within the main stream of Australian phonologies; she rejects the 'geminate hypothesis' (mainly on the basis of mother-tongue speaker's reactions) and expounds a retroflexed order of sounds. In addition, she has divided what previously was analysed as a flapped apico-alveolar stop into a flapped apico-alveolar rhotic, and an apico-alveolar voiced stop. Interestingly, with these changes the segmental inventory is now the same as that in neighbouring languages.
Kathy's second paper deals with the proposed orthography for Burarra and the factors which influenced the decisions made. It is refreshing to see that Aboriginal people were consulted and felt free to take initiative in expressing their feelings concerning their own orthography. It is SIL policy to encourage and co-operate with the initiatives of Aboriginal people.

Rod Kennedy presents an account of Kala Lagaw Ya phonology (Mabulag dialect, Torres Strait). Kala Lagaw Ya is a language of Australian descent, but heavily influenced by its proximity to the languages of Papua New Guinea.

Judy Stokes' paper on Anindilyakwa phonology is the fruit of many years of wrestling with what must be one of the most difficult of Australian phonologies. Judy gives a good, well documented account of the segmental phonology of the language. She alludes to the difficulties of finding a simple and transparent analysis of the high vowels. This is an area of interest, for it would appear that Anindilyakwa shares some features of the phonologies of Central Australian languages - which have labialised peripheral stops and a tendency to loss of contrast in the high vowels. Velma Leeding has addressed herself to the problem of the high vowels and labialised stops in Anindilyakwa, and is currently preparing a manuscript to be published elsewhere, dealing with these and other problems. Certainly, from a purely linguistic standpoint, Anindilyakwa is a most interesting language, and Judy's high quality work is a welcome addition to the literature on it.

The phonology paper by Chester Street and Gregory Panpawa Mollinjin is a re-written version of a paper on Murinbata which Chester wrote shortly after beginning study of the language. The morphophonemic changes dealt with would be of interest to anyone concerned with the idea of 'consonantal strength' in Natural generative phonology theory. Also included is a short dictionary of approximately 650 words.

Joyce Hudson's paper is a short account of some features of higher level phonology in Walmatjari. It deals with variations of intonational contours, and the grammatico-semantic parameters which correlate with such variations. The paper is partly based on text data which is included in some unpublished manuscripts on paragraph structure which Joyce wrote several years ago. The references to these texts have been left in the present paper, in the eventuality that the paragraph analysis will be published at a later date.

Finally, Graham McKay's paper gives the results of some testing of the acceptability of the digraph 'ny' as used in many Australian orthographies.

Bruce Waters
Volume Editor
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SOME FEATURES OF HIGH LEVEL PHONOLOGY IN WALMATJARI

Joyce Hudson

0. INTRODUCTION

This analysis was written soon after the grammatical analysis of sentence and paragraph was completed (unpublished manuscript 'Walmatjari Paragraph Types'). Grammatical sentence and paragraph structures referred to here are described in that manuscript. Intonation is of some importance on higher levels than clause level. This caused me to look more closely at the intonation of the text materials used for grammatical paragraph analysis. This paper is the presentation of what I found.1

Most data presented here is from text material recorded on tape. Examples taken from text are labelled by the code name.

The grammar and phonological hierarchy are not always in phase; that is, there is not a one to one correspondence of grammatical units and phonological units. The two hierarchies will be distinguished throughout this paper by the use of 'P' for phonological hierarchy and 'G' for grammatical hierarchy.

1. PHONOLOGICAL CLAUSE

There are six contours or phonological clause types described in this paper: Final, Non-final, Interrogative, Continuous, Monotone and Hesitation.

1.1 FINAL

This contour has two sub-types. The P clause is not always in phase
with the G clause in that there may be several P clauses to one G
clause. (See section 2, Simple Sentence, for more detail.)

This contour is the most frequent in text material. There is a slight
lowering of pitch over the whole contour with a down glide over the
last G word. A pause follows the contour usually. Clause stress
(marked as "") occurs on the first syllable of the last G word in the
P clause.

Examples:

\[\text{ngajirta mankurla }^{\text{pinarit}}\]
\[\text{NEG you:it knowing }^{\text{//}}\]

\[\text{kunyungurla }^{\text{kujarit}}\]
\[\text{maybe like:this }^{\text{//}}\]

\[\text{"You don't know about it."}\]
\[\text{"Maybe it is like this."}\]

The pitch of this second sub-type of the final contour may begin
slightly higher than that of the one already described. The pitch
lowers over the whole contour. Clause stress occurs on the first
syllable of the first word of the G clause.

Examples:

\[\text{ngajungu marna }^{\text{kuyt-kangku}}\]
\[\text{meat will:carry }^{\text{//}}\]

\[\text{\"I will carry the meat."}\]

\[\text{yanku marna }^{\text{will:go}}\]
\[\text{\"I will go."}\]

So far I have not been able to establish the reason for choice of
one of these contours in preference to the other. Both seem to be
able to occur on the same grammatical clause. Possibly the deter-
mining factor is emphasis of a tagmeme of the grammatical clause.
The emphasis is indicated by clause stress. The verbal auxiliary
never takes clause stress; so in a G clause consisting only of a
verb followed by the auxiliary, the first syllable of the verb
receives clause stress resulting in sub-type b.
1.2  NON-FINAL

As Final contour has two sub-types, so does Non-final. Clause stress indicating emphasis of a tagmeme is again the only reason so far observed for the alternative contour being used.

a. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ /

b. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ /

These contours are the same as the Final contour sub-types a and b respectively except for the rise in pitch on the last word in contrast to the down glide of Final. Several Non-final P clauses may occur to one G clause showing that grammar and phonology are out of phase here also. (See section 2, Simple Sentence.)

Examples:

yarntarni marnalu yanani "pulurukarti / 'Again we used again we were:going to:food to go for food.' AGI

"marnkal marnalurlanyanta yan Kurilla / spinifex we:him went south
'We walked south to him walking on the spinifex.' SW

1.3  INTERROGATIVE

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ //

Clause stress occurs on the first syllable of the G clause. The pitch of the whole contour is higher than that of the Final and Non-final contours. There is a further rise of pitch at the end. There are four ways to signal a question in Walmatjari: use of a question word, 'what', 'when', 'where', 'how'; use of the interrogative mood in the verb phrase; addition of interrogative particle payi to the G or P sentence (this also anticipates an answer in the affirmative); and the use of the Interrogative intonation contour with any G indicative clause. The last situation is the only time that this contour is obligatory. In all the other cases it is optional.
Example of Interrogative contour on a G indicative clause.

'Spirriyanku marna //  'I will come' becomes
will:come 1  'Can I come?'

1.4 CONTINUOUS

The feature of this contour is the length, rise of pitch and clause stress which all occur on the same syllable. It is usually the last syllable of the verb which is G clause final but this is not obligatorily so. A down glide (no pause) may follow if another word is added to the G clause but this is not the usual thing. Also will 'finish' may be added to indicate that the long action has ceased.

N.B. This is the only place where clause stress has been found on the verbal auxiliary.

Examples:

nguniny 'pa:  'It stays there for a
stays  it  long time.'  AG7

wamarn wajilpihya' wurlwayirla  'He followed them around
around  followed  all:the:way  all the way.'  TT

jurumahu' wait  wait  finish  finish
'We waited for a long time
then stopped (went on with
something else).'  AG1

1.5 MONOTONE

There is no clause stress on the monotone contour. Pitch is higher than normal speech and level, with word stress emphasised thus making a rhythm which gives it a sing-song quality. The last vowel of the clause is often lengthened similarly to the continuous contour, though there is no pitch rise on the vowel in the monotone contour. In examples so far this P clause has always been in phase with the G clause. It usually is not found in isolation but a series of monotone
contours occur together so it is rather a higher level feature.
(See section 3 for more detail.)

Example:

```
kamparnurla tingkitingkilanani marnalu
after:cooking getting:out we:it
'
'After cooking it we get it from the fire with a stick.' AG7
```

1.6  HESITATION

The glottal stop does not occur in Walmatjari in any other place.
It is used to interrupt any P clause and is always followed by a
pause. It is a means of hesitation before other G tagmemes are
added or when the speaker wants to correct himself.

```
'pujurni manya / pujurgurni paliu nguyinguyimalamala jutgurnthrm1/
all he:them all they turn:around finish
'
'He .. to all of them / All of the cars turn around here.'
```

2.  PHONOLOGICAL SENTENCE

P clauses are joined to form larger units, P sentences. Pauses
between contours are optional in all sentence types. Very often in
Walmatjari a sentence consists of one G clause and one corresponding
P clause.

2.1  SIMPLE

```
//
//
```

When a number of Final contours occur over a single G clause they
form a Simple P Sentence. The same applies when a number of Non-
final contours occur on a single G clause.

The additional P clauses are usually shorter, often occurring with
one P clause on each G word. This sentence type may occur any time
the speaker is nervous or hesitant but its most common use is when additional information is being added. A feature of the G phrase is that descriptive are often added at the end of the G clause and are separated from the noun they are describing. When several descriptive are added to a single phrase, this Simple P Sentence usually occurs.

Examples:

'lananypala patu / jirnaljartirlu / kommunjur-ljartirlu / spear:then they spear:with bamboo:with

'mayajartirlu / wire:with

'Then they spear it with a spear made with bamboo and wire.' JF

nganapirtikanan / marnalu / manangu / muinyanga / warlunga // turn:over we stick:with sand:in fire:in

'We used to turn the food over in the hot sand with a stick.' AG7

2.2 SEQUENCE

This is made up of the combination of Non-final clause followed by a Final clause. It optionally occurs on the following G structures: Temporal Paragraph, Contradiction Condition Paragraph, Result Sentence, Reason Sentence, Contrast Paragraph, Negative Amplification Sentence, Amplification Paragraph.

Examples:

Temporal Paragraph

'yangka marna julalany jakarrajinyangu / papaji / when I call Jakarra brother

wali nyana ngajukumiparni papaji. // alright that my:only brother

'When I call Jakarra my brother, then he is my close brother.' OC
Reason Paragraph

'marngul marnalurlanyanta yanl kurri la
spinifex we:him went south

'jinamanta ngarnapanya mutikarta. "miljarrarta."
track it:us car with:two:eyes

'We walked along south on the spinifex (to avoid footprints
because) the car might track us with its two eyes (headlights).'

SW

Contrast Paragraph

tangkiyi pa/ kanarlany /purnkuji / kanarlany kanarlany/
donkey it some tame others

"royinj" / "ngunjny /
wild are are wild.' JD

Negative Amplification Sentence

ngojarra /pujikatjiliny / purika. // 'It is not like a
NEG like:cat big
cat but big.' KW JD

Amplification Paragraph

jalarra palu "kitpungany
now they walk:around

kitpungany palu "palka kuyi parrangalurra. //
walk:around they outside game hot:season

'The fish are around now, they are around in the hot season.' JF

When either clause of a P Sequence Sentence is a Relator-Axis Clause,
a pre-contour optionally occurs on the Relator. This pre-contour is
even in pitch and lower than the main contour which follows without
a pause.

Example:

"pujungurragarti marna yanku / kangku marmenta. //
if to:camp I will:go will:take I:you

'If I go to camp I will take you.'

251
2.3 DURATION

This occurs only on the Duration G paragraph. It consists of a Continuous contour followed by an optional pause and a Final contour. The down glide at the end of the Continuous contour does not always occur but if it does it is always on the connective kitangarni 'until' or wali 'finish'.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
yapajangka marna kirrarnani: & \quad \text{kitangarni} \\
\quad \text{from:child I will:sitting until} \\
\quad \text{'I was living there as a} \\
\quad \text{food they:me put food} \\
\quad \text{child until they put food} \\
\quad \text{down for me.' SW} \\
puluru pajil yutukanil myi. & \\
\quad \text{food they:put food} \\
\quad \text{again child until they put food} \\
\quad \text{down for me.' SW} \\
yarnarni luwarnu nyanarti pirninyapil & \quad \text{wali} \\
\quad \text{again grind that wood} \\
\quad \text{finish} \\
kitangarni 'kalpajarriltany. & \\
\quad \text{Again we grind that wood} \\
\quad \text{until becomes:soft} \\
\quad \text{until it becomes soft.' OM}
\end{align*}
\]

3. PHONOLOGICAL PARAGRAPH

Contrasting P paragraph types have not been found. The feature of the P paragraph is the gradual lowering of pitch over many clauses accompanied by optional laryngealisation. This marks the end of the P paragraph and the next one begins on a high pitch again. These features occur simultaneously with the clause and sentence level phonology. Sometimes the last syllable of the P paragraph may be voiceless with a sudden decrescendo. This especially applies in narrative material when the story involves many Continuous contours and so the last few clauses are high pitched and sustained.

The P paragraph and G paragraph may be sometimes out of phase. Where they are out of phase, G paragraphs have been used to make tagmeme breaks in discourse analysis. Where these grammatical features are absent, the phonological features are used.

The last paragraph of a discourse may be lower in pitch than the rest of the discourse, though the paragraph level final intonation is still present.
Variations within the Phonological Paragraph. When Final, Non-final or Monotone contours occur in sequence they seem to be stylistic ways of linking the material within the paragraph but have not been found to be predictable enough to be set up as contrasting paragraph types. Whereas a series of Final contours is often used to relate a series of events, a series of Non-final or a series of Monotone contours are used when the events were especially fast moving and linked together, as in procedures. These last two contours are typically found in fast speech. In some ways this appears to be a discourse level feature.

Examples:

A series of Final contours

"kIRRarnani marnalu / mayaru marna nyangani "ngurrpanga / was:seeing we house I was:seeing ignorantly

'We stayed there. I saw my first house.'

martuwarra marna nyangani "purika / ngapanga marnalu "nyumukparman / river I was:seeing big water:at we bathed

'I saw my first big river. We bathed in the water.'

punul marnalan "tarrparman / "punula wanti ngarnapangura "ngapu / nose we:REFL held nose:at fall it:us water

'We were holding our noses. The water might get into our noses.'

"takuyanani marnalu ngapanga "nyumukparman // was entering we water:at bathing

'We were getting in and bathing in the water.' SW

A series of Non-final contours

"warrparman marnalu / "warrparman marnalu / "parntukanani marnalu // shaking we shaking we spreading:out we

'We were shaking and shaking them (nuts). We used to spread them out.'
The sun used to dry them out. We would come back later another day and cook.'

'Cook them in the fire.' AG7

A series of Monotone contours

'After cooking them we used to scrape them from the fire with a stick. We used to bite them (to eat) while they were hot.'

'We used to eat them at the sand and at the camp.'

4. DISCOURSE LEVEL PHONOLOGY

Some intonational features can be best described from the point of view of the discourse.

Lengthened vowel. This is a common feature of some narratives, especially those involving travelling or procedures. This feature is described in the Continuous contour of the clause (section 1). Except where this contour occurs in Duration P Sentence and G Repetition paragraph, it is functioning on the discourse level. It is not linking two clauses into a single sentence for it is emphasising simply the fact that that action was prolonged. In a discourse which tells the story of the growth of a berry, the verb ngura 'to stay, exist' occurs throughout the discourse to show the time lapse between
the various stages of growth. Most occurrences of this verb have length and I think this links the discourse as a whole, not the small sections (clauses) within it. However, this length is a feature of the G Repetition paragraph which is itself used to highlight continuous, prolonged or repeated action. Duration sentence is also used to show sustained action. Though the same feature occurs on both levels, it carries the same meaning with it.  

Ingressive Lung Air. Ingressive lung air is used in certain situations, possibly at a climactic point in the discourse. Some speakers seem to use this much more than others.
FOOTNOTES

1. There are other features such as the intonation morpheme -\textit{mru} which is used when calling from a distance which are not described here. They have not occurred in text analysed for this paper.

2. So far I have spoken of length only on the higher levels. The same thing occurs on word level and is worth mentioning briefly here. The lengthened vowel is always the second last vowel and it occurs on such words as involve time and distance. The length of time or the degree of distance involved is shown by the duration of the vowel.

Examples:

\textit{wall:mpa marna yanku} \hspace{1cm} 'A long time later I will go.'
\textit{later \hspace{1cm} will:go}

\textit{na:rri marna yani} \hspace{1cm} 'I went a very long way.'
\textit{long:way \hspace{1cm} went}
ABBREVIATIONS

°  Clause stress
/
//  short pause
//  long pause
G  grammatical hierarchy
P  phonological hierarchy
REFL  reflexive
NEG  negative
:
  is used where more than one English word is needed to translate one Walmatjari word.